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Can’t Live … Sans Toi  
(Without You) 
Phrased, Intermediate 

Choreographer: Lyne Camerlain (Canada) Aug 2010 
Choreographed to: Can’t live (If Living Is Without You) 

by Mariah Carey 
 
Intro : 8 counts (on vocal) 
Sequence A twice, sequence B, Tag, Sequence A, sequence B twice 
  
Sequence A (Verse) 
Part 1  Haft box, basic to right and left, reach-turn 
S,Q,Q left forward, right to the right side, left besides right 
S,Q,Q right to the right side, left forward (rock), recover weight on right 
S,Q,Q left to the left side, right back (rock), recover weight on the left  
S,S right step forward, turning ½ turn to the left recover weight on the left 
 
Part 2 Repeat part 1 starting from the right reversing angle of turn to the right 
 
Part 3  Haft box, vine, sway (4) 
S,Q,Q left forward,right to the right side, left besides the right 
S,Q,Q cross right in front of left, left to the left side, cross right over left 
S,S left to the left side, recover weight on right 
S,S recover weight on left, recover weight on right 
 
Part 4 Spirals facing the left wall (3), pivot haft left turn, coaster step 
S,Q left forward, right to right side turnig ¼ to left (facing left wall)  
Q left besides right turning 1/8 left   
S,Q cross right over left, left to the left side 1/8 turn to right 
Q right beside left 1/8 turn to right 
S,Q cross left in front of right, right to the right side turning 1/8 to the left 
Q  recover weight on left, turning ¼ turn to left ( facing the back wall) 
S, &, right forward , pivot ½ turn to the left weight remains on the right 
Q,Q left back, right beside left 
 
Sequence B (chorus) repeat on the 4 walls 
S,Q,Q left forward, right to the right side, left beside the right 
S,Q,Q turning ¼ turn to right right steps forward, left forward,  
 recover weight on right turning ½ turn right (reach turn) facing the new wall 
S,Q,Q,S Simply walk 4 steps forward (L,R,L,R) 
Q,Q left to the left side , right beside the left 
Repeat on the 4 walls  
 
Tag (sway) 4 counts 
S,S left to the left side , recover weight on the right 
 
Final :  the music will fade so at the beginning of Sequence B first two parts (S,Q,Q,S,Q,Q) and 
 turn ¼ more to finish to the front wall , tag (sway) until there’s no more music… 
 
Happy Dancing ! 
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